One suit jacket is a great foundation for your professional wardrobe. You might consider adding one or two more jackets or blazers to your professional closet. Consider adding one or two more jackets or blazers to your professional closet. You can also choose a color that matches and has the ability to mix and match with your suit jacket. Get measured and shop for a suit jacket that is comfortable for you while allowing more options in your wardrobe. Typically, arms are covered at least to the elbows. Choose a style that is comfortable for you while developing a professional demeanor.

DID YOU KNOW?

Polishing Your Professional Look

For suit jackets, stick to a simple two-buttoned men's suit jacket. Find a pair of业务 pants that perfectly match the suit jacket. Pants and suit jackets are typically sold as a pair to assure you have a good fit. In a relaxed position, sleeve length should finish at the wrist bone. Choose a suit jacket that is too tight. In a relaxed position, sleeve length should finish at the wrist bone. Choose a suit jacket that is too tight. In a relaxed position, sleeve length should finish at the wrist bone.
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